
TELESIN Fast charge box +2 battery for GoPro Hero 9/10/11 GP Ref: 6974944460586
TELESIN Fast charge box +2 battery for GoPro Hero 9/10/11 GP
Telesin quickcharge dual channel box charger for GoPro Hero 9 / 10 / 11 + 2 batteries (GP-FCK-B11)
Enjoy fast  charging and longer  recording time.  The included batteries  feature a  capacity  of  1750mAh and are designed for  the GoPro
Hero 11 / 10 / 9. With their help you can easily power your camera! Their convenient storage and fast charging is made possible by the
dual-channel charger, which you will also find in the package. It supports the PD standard and is distinguished by its durable yet portable
design.
 
 
Fast charging
Both  the  included  batteries  and  the  charger  support  fast  charging.  You  don't  have  to  wait  too  long  anymore!  Now  you'll  charge  the
battery to 75% in about 30 minutes, and to 100% in about 1.5 hours. That's significantly less time than with standard devices. What's
more, thanks to the combination of fast charging and 1750 mAh capacity, you only need to charge the batteries for about 30 minutes to
gain up to 62 minutes of recording time.
 
 
Performance and safety
The  included  batteries  are  distinguished  by  their  impressive  lifespan  -  they  will  serve  you  well  for  a  long  time.  Protection  against
overvoltage, short-circuit and more is also an added advantage. You can also know the current charging status at any time. The charger
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is equipped with colored light indicators, which will allow you to quickly check whether the batteries are already charged.
 
 
Improved design
High-quality  ABS was used for  the charger,  which is  extremely durable and resistant  to  damage.  A non-slip  pad on the bottom of  the
device gives it  more stability  and prevents  it  from sliding on the surface of  a  desk or  shelf.  What's  more,  the product's  USB-C port  is
protected by an additional  cover,  which protects it  from dust.  Also noteworthy is  the practical  lanyard,  with which you can attach the
charger to your backpack and take it with you on a trip to the mountains or a tent.
 
 
Convenient charging and storage
The  Telesin  charger  allows  you  not  only  to  charge  batteries  quickly,  but  also  to  store  and  transport  them.  You  will  also  find  special
compartments  for  2  memory  cards.  Now  you  can  always  have  all  the  necessary  accessories  at  hand!  What's  more,  the  device  is
compatible not only with Telesin batteries, but also with original GoPro batteries and with batteries from other manufacturers.
 
 
In the box
Charger
Rechargeable battery x2
USB-C to USB-C cable
User manual
 
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-FCK-B11
Charging current
2A
Charging voltage
4.4V
Charging port
USB-C
Operating temperature
0°C to 40°C
Battery capacity
1750mAh
Battery charging temperature
From 10°C to 45°C
Battery discharge temperature
From -10°C to 60°C
Battery charging specifications
4.4V - 2A
Charger dimensions
67.2 x 67.2 x 65.4mm
Weight of the charger
125g
Battery pack dimensions
41 x 33.3 x 13.2mm
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Battery pack weight
33,2g

Preço:

€ 53.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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